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Abstract 

 We believe that when the first generation of stars formed there was significant Ultra-Violet 

emission to reionize the abundance of then neutral Hydrogen in the universe. We refer to this time 

as the Era Of Reionization (EOR). A novel approach to studying the EOR is to look for signatures 

of neutral Hydrogen via the hyperfine interaction of the electron spin with the atom. This electron 

spin-flip can emit a photon with a frequency of ~1.42GHz corresponding to a wavelength of 

~21cm. The transition from neutral to ionized Hydrogen would be seen as a change in the emission 

of this radiation, suitably redshifted in wavelength, and by studying the intensity of this radiation 

versus frequency we can directly study the redshift and thus the EOR. We know from prior 

experiments that this era was likely around a few hundred-million years after the beginning; which 

corresponds to a redhsift range of about z~10-30. We have begun developing a novel instrument, 

enabled by advancements in microelectronics and miniature high-speed computing, which can be 

deployed anywhere on Earth. Era Of Reionization Experiment will measure the spectrum of the sky 

from 50-200MHz, with the ability for higher frequency observations.. We aim to deploy a number of 

systems to help mitigate the terrestrial electromagnetic interference and thus correlate the data from 

each to look for a cosmological signal. We plan to have a full miniature spectrometer/RF front-end 

system ready for demonstration by late summer in preparation for site testing. Modeling of various 

antennas and further galactic foreground modeling in preparation will be pursued. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Section 1.1                                    Background information 

Imaging the Universe during the first hundreds of millions of years remains one of the most 

prominent challenges in modern cosmology. Understanding the origin, formation, and evolution of 

the first galaxies is one of the major questions of astrophysics. Identified by NASA's Astro2010 

decadal review as an area primed for exciting new discoveries, the period of ``Cosmic Dawn'' 

encompasses the formation of the first stars, galaxies, and black holes that are responsible for the 

first light in the Universe. These luminous sources produce UV and X-ray radiation that radically 

altered the properties of the diffuse neutral hydrogen gas that constituted the majority of the 

intergalactic medium (IGM) during these early times. It is important that we develop observational 

systems and techniques to probe this time enabling valuable insights into the nature of the first 

objects, processes of galaxy formation, and reionization.  

 Prior observations done at higher microwave frequencies−COBE, WMAP, and PLANCK− 

reveal a cooling afterglow of the big bang known as the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and 

it is these observations that provide us a snapshot of the primordial Universe. Roughly 400,000 years 

after the Big Bang, the Universe had decreased enough in temperature to allow protons and 

electrons to combine to form neutral hydrogen. This time period corresponds to a redshift range of 

about z~10-30 (where 1+z is the ratio of emitted to received frequency) and thus a frequency range 

of about 50MHz to 150MHz; in reference to the theoretical model provided in figure 1. Despite a 

rather well established theoretical picture of the universe, this time period lacks observational 

validation and beckons for discovery. Observations of the redshifted 21cm line of neutral hydrogen 

provides an avenue for uncovering information about this time period and open the gateway for 
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developing an understanding of the processes that led to the formation of the first large scale 

structures in the universe. 

 

Figure 1  −  The global 21cm signal. Shown as signal versus time, redshift, and frequency. Pritchard & Loeb, 2012 

 The prominent signature of neutral hydrogen is the emission of the 21cm line. The 21cm 

line is resultant of the hyperfine splitting caused by the interaction between the proton's and 

electron's magnetic moments within the hydrogen atom. The importance of the 21cm transition is 

that each observed frequency corresponds to a different distance and thus we can isolate each phase 

in the IGM's past. One of the primary applications of a 21cm line experiment is to measure the 

global background as a function of frequency. Due to the lower frequency band that the redshifted 

signal spans, the ability to construct and test instruments to filter and amplify our desired signal is 

much easier than traditional background measurements (like the aforementioned CMB 

measurements). 

Assuming that a novel instrument can be created for measuring the milli-kelvin (mK) signal 

of the 21cm emission, there are still quite large hurdles that must still be overcome. Part of the 

difficulty in a measurement of the redshifted 21cm line comes in two parts. The first part arises from 

the fact that there is a large amount of terrestrial radio frequency interference (RFI) within the 
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desired frequency range. A large amount of modern day communication instruments transmit within 

a large band encompassing lower MHz to GHz. The ideal way to mitigate this issue would be to 

design a space based instrument, but feasibility and cost for such an endeavor cannot yet be ratified. 

An alternate option would be a balloon borne instrument aimed at operating above the stratosphere 

in both the northern and southern hemisphere.  The second hurdle is for a terrestrial measurement 

of the redshifted 21cm line comes from radio emissions within our own galaxy. Synchrotron 

radiation, Bremsstrahlung radiation, and emission from spinning dust particles comprise a few of the 

sources that plague measurements in the lower end of our frequency band. When we examine these 

sources around 50MHz we see that their observed temperature is orders of magnitude greater than 

the signal we are trying to measure from the redshifted 21cm line. This proves to be quite a large 

hurdle to overcome, but it is not impossible. 

In this paper I will discuss the tactics we have worked out, and are continuing to refine, for 

measurement of the 21cm signal, the tools we are developing to understand the impending 

challenges in making a measurement of this signal, and what the current state of our experimental 

set up is. From there I will discuss the prospective routes for the future and why they might or 

might not be feasible. 
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Chapter 2 

Physics of the 21cm line of neutral atomic hydrogen 

Section 2.1            Hyperfine splitting of the 1s Ground State 

 The issue of hyperfine splitting arises when discussion of the perturbations for the hydrogen  

do not neglect the effect of the proton's spin. The proton's intrinsic magnetic moment interacts with 

the electron's magnetic moment, leading to the hyperfine interaction. If the proton's spin degrees of 

freedom, as well as those of the electron, are included the ground state develops a four-fold 

degeneracy which is split into two energy levels, the singlet and triplet states, governed by the 

hyperfine interaction. When there is a transition between the triplet and the singlet states, the atom  

emits a photo corresponding to a frequency of 1420MHz, or a wavelength of 21cm. 

 For hyperfine splitting in the 1s state of the hydrogen atom, we can define the magnetic 

moments of both the electron on and the proton, where ge = 2 and gp= 2.7928 

!"####$ = ge e
2me se##$%, !&####$ = gp |e|

2mp sp##$%%%%%(1)   

 We then consider the magnetic field that is produced by the proton spin dipole, which can 

be written as:  

B(r) = % 1'* +3
,!&%#####$ % - %%./

'0 %4 %!&####$5 %6 %873 !&####$9*(r)%%%%%(2)% 
 The first term in this expression is the standard field associated with a magnetic dipole. 

Normally one is concerned with points in the far-field from the dipole−distances far greater from 

the source compared to the size of the current loop producing the dipole− which means that the 

first term of (2) is normally adequate. The second term in (2) becomes necessary when examining 

locations close to the source. If the size of the current loop is shrunk to zero then we will see that 
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the field line will be infinite, thus the second term which contains a delta function is needed to 

accurately model interactions near, or at, the origin.  

 Knowing that the Hamiltonian is given by :; = 4!"####$ - <(.) due to the interaction of the 

electron's spin dipole with the magnetic field, we can then compute the value of the Hamiltonian for 

the spin-spin interaction. Letting > = ?@AC
0DED@ we then get 

:FF = %> G3,HIJ - 'K/ 4 ,HIA - HIJ/'* %6 %873 ,HIA - HIJ/9*(.)L%%%%%(3) 
 A total angular momentum operator needs to be defined as M%N does not fully commute with 

the derived spin-spin Hamiltonian. Knowing that the total spin operator, %HI , is a linear combination 

of the both spin operators for the electron and the proton we can define the total angular 

momentum operator 

OP %= % QP %6%HI %= % MI %6%HIJ%%%RST'T%%%HI = HIA 6 HIJ%%%%%(U) 
 Throughout our examination of the ground state spin-spin interaction we will inherently 

ignore the orbital angular momentum, as we are taking %V = W , though we will still include it for 

completeness. With the introduction of the total angular momentum operator we can now introduce 

the corresponding operators O0%and ON  that commute with the Hamiltonian. Both new operators 

introduce two new quantum numbers X and YZ through the following relations 

O0[% = %X(X 6 1)\0[%%%%%(]) 
ON[ = YZ\[%%%%%(^) 

 Knowing that the proton is spin 
_
0 we see that the ground state is split into two energy levels 

via = ` ± _
0 . Every energy level has associated quantum numbers n, l, j and you will see a division 

into two levels depending on the relative orientation of the electron and proton spins. As we are 

dealing with the ground state of hydrogen in the derivation, thus setting%V = W, the electron then has 
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no orbital angular momentum and there the nuclear spin-orbit coupling effect can be ignored. To 

examine other transitions between states we cannot maintain that the orbital angular momentum will 

be zero. This also means that for high order transitions the spin-orbit coupled Hamiltonian must be 

accounted for in addition to the spin-spin coupled Hamiltonian. 

 Using first-order perturbation theory, we can compute the energy shift induced by the spin-

spin coupling, which is the expectation value of the perturbing Hamiltonian%:FF. 
abFF = %> Gc3,HIJ - 'K/ 4 ,HIA - HIJ/'* d %6 %873 c,HIA - HIJ/9*(.)dL |[(W)|0%%%%%(f) 

To further simplify this expression we can recognize that the first term of this expression 

vanishes due to the spherical symmetry of the hydrogen atom. This leaves the second term as the 

only contributing factor from the perturbing Hamiltonian, which, due to the delta function, means 

this expression depends on the probability of finding the electron at the origin. 

We now need an expression for the dot products of the spin operators, which can be found 

with assistance of expression (5). Maintaining the assumption that V = W and that hA = hJ = _
0 and 

rearranging the result of  

O0 %= % H0 = HIA0 6 HIJ0 6 %2HIA - HIJ%%%%%(8) 
 We arrive at 

HIA - HIJ = 1
2 ,O0 4 HA0 4 HJ0/%%%%%(i) 

HIA - HIJ = \0
2 jX(X 6 1) 4 hA(hA 6 1) 4 hJ,hJ 6 1/k =

\0
2 l%X(X 6 1) 4

3
2%n%%%%%(1W) 

 Leading to the final expression for the hyperfine energy shift, void of spin-orbit coupling, 

that is dependent upon the values inputted for X 

abFF = %> 873
\0
2 l%X(X 6 1) 4

3
2%n%%%%%(11) 
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 As we are dealing with the ground state of hydrogen, we are taking the quantum number n 

to be o = 1, thus the energy difference between the states X = `q 6%_0 = %1 and X = `t 6%_0 = %W 

when evaluated is 

ab(X = 1) 4%ab(X = W) %u ]vi × 1Wwx%Ty%%%%%(12) 
 Which, using the Planck Relation, can be converted to frequency. The photon corresponding 

to the transition between these two spin states has the following frequency and wavelength 

z0_{D u 1U2WvUW]f]1�}:~%%%%%(13) 
�% = 21�Y%%%%%(1U) 

 We have finally arrived at the quantities (13) and (14) which represent the rest frame 

emission of the phenomenon we wish to quantify within this experiment. These quantities were first 

measured from an abundance of neutral hydrogen located within our galaxy, and it was with these 

measurements that motivated most of the developments of 21cm line physics. In the next section, I 

will discuss how it is possible to measure the cosmic redshifted 21cm line as an antenna temperature 

and the route to which the intensity of the line is decreased through the observed optical depth and 

cosmic expansion. 
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Section 2.2           Differential Brightness Temperature 

 As previously discussed the 21cm emission from neutral hydrogen describes a rest frame 

emission wavelength. Measuring the cosmic 21cm line has significant other contributions that cause 

fluctuations in observable intensity of this line. The fluctuations in the 21cm line brightness 

temperature (intensity) include effects from numerous different physical processes and properties, 

such as: velocity gradients, density, CMB temperature, spin temperature and ionization state. These 

effects must be quantified into a model that can correctly describe the observed redshifted 21cm line 

as measured in today's current environment. 

 We start off with the radiative transfer equation, which incorporates the effects of emission 

and absorption into a single equation giving the variation of specific intensity along a ray. We define 

the absorption coefficient �� (cm-1) and the spontaneous emission coefficient `� (erg cm-3 s-1 ster-1 

Hz-1) 

����h = %4���� 6%`�%%%%%(1]) 
Which can be simplified by defining the optical depth of a measurement cloud, which is 

measured along the path of the traveling ray 

�� =%� ��(h�) �h�F�F�   or   ��� = ���h%%%%%(1^) 
������ =%4�� 6%H�%%%%%(1f) 

 Where H�%is defined to be the source function, which is the ratio of emission coefficient to 

the absorption coefficient  

H� =% `��� %%%%%(18) 
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 We can now begin to solve the equation of radiative transfer by introducing an integrating 

factor T�  and allowing � = % T���%and � = T�H� , which then simplifies (17) to an easy to solve 

ordinary differential equation of the form  

��
��� = %�%%%%%(1i) 

With solution 

�(��) = %�(W) 6%� �(��� ) ����
��
�

%%%%%(2W) 
 

Which we can then rewrite in terms of our original variables ��  and H�  to obtain the 

completed formal solution to the equation of radiative transfer 

��(��) = % ��(W)Tw�� 6%� Tw(��w��� )H�(��� ) ����
��
�

%%%%%(21) 
Which can be interpreted as the sum of two terms, the first being the initial intensity of the 

line diminished by absorption and the second being the integrated source diminished by absorption. 

If we assume a constant source function over the optical depth integration range, we can then 

further simplify (21) and reach the final solution to the equation of radiative transfer for our 

purposes 

��(��) = % ��(W)Tw�� 6 H�(1 4 Tw��)%%%%(22) 
Despite (22) being complete, it is often times easier to investigate physical phenomenon by 

examining their thermal radiation. We can do this by examining blackbody radiation by way of 

considering an element of some thermally emitting material at temperature T whose emission 

depends purely upon its temperature and internal properties. This leads us to a relation for the 

source function and Kirchoff’s law that can be applied to (17) as seen in (25) 

H� =%��(�)%%%%(23) 
`� =%����(�)%%%%(2U) 
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������ =%4�� 6%��(�)%%%%(2]) 
Now, if we take the frequency dependent form of Planck’s law and Taylor expand the 

denominator to the first order, assuming that S� � ��, we arrive to the Rayleigh-Jean’s Law which 

applies to the low frequency region. Where �%is Boltzmann’s constant and � is the speed of light. 

�� = ��(�) � ���� =%2�
0

�0 %��%%%%%(2^) 
We are now in the position to begin thinking about the intensity of the line in terms of 

brightness temperature �� . This is done by way of looking at a blackbody having the same 

brightness at the frequency in question 

�� = ��(��) = %% 2�
0

�0 ���%%%%%(2f) 
Which, by plugging back into (25) we arrive at 

������ =%4%�� 6 �%%%%%(28) 
Which is of the same form as (17) and can be solved in the same manner leading to the 

equation for radiative transfer in terms of brightness temperature. ����� is our observed signal, �� is 

the temperature of the background radio source, �A� is the excitation temperature (which we will 

from here-on-out refer to as the spin temperature �F. 
�����(��) = %��(�)Tw�� 6 �A�(1 4 Tw��)%%%%%(2i) 

We are now in a position to further derive the optical depth integral that we will be using in 

(29) to come to a final statement of what the differential brightness temperature should be in respect 

to back illumination by the Cosmic Microwave Background. The brunt of the final portion of this 

derivation comes in the execution of the optical depth integral. In lieu of providing a formal solution 

to the integral, which will depend on the line profile and relating the integration path to cosmic 

expansion by way of the Hubble constant, I will set up the formal integral and interpret the results 
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from [ 6 ] and [ 5 ] allowing the reader to reference the results of the integral from either papers in 

more detail if they wish. I believe that interpreting the final results from the integral, as opposed to 

also going through the entire integration process, will be just as insightful in regards to the physics 

behind the process for the purposes of this paper. 

 We can begin by looking at matter that is in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) in 

where the absorption coefficient (31) has an added exponential term due to stimulated emission, and 

we maintain the expression for the source function as given by Kirchhoff’s Law in (23). In LTE, the 

expression for the ratio of particle density between the triplet and singlet states and the absorption 

coefficient are 

o_o� = %  1 W %T¡¢ £
b1W
�� ¤ %%%%% (3W) 

�� =% S¥U7 o���_ %l1 4 %T¡¢ £
4b_���F ¤n ¦(¥)%%%%%(31) 

 Where ¦(¥) is the line profile function which is sharply peaked at the frequency in question, 

¥§, and is normalized such that � ¦(¥) � ¥¨
� = 1. This function describes the relative effectiveness 

of frequencies near ¥§ to cause transitions between states.  ©%is the statistical weight function for 

each energy level (% � = 1%ª% _ = 3), b_� as previously calculated in (12) is ]vi × 1WwxTy, ��_ is 

the Einstein B-coefficient, and o�  describes the density of atoms in the singlet state.  Using 

Einstein’s extensions of Kirchhoff’s Laws allows us to develop a relationship between all three 

Einstein coefficients: ��_ , �_� , and «_� . These relations lead us the following expression from 

��_ in terms of known values 

��_ %= %  _ � %
�0
2S¥* «_�%%%%%(32) 
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Where the spontaneous emission coefficient of the 21cm transition, «_�, has a calculated 

value of 2v8]% × 1Ww_¬%hw_  [ 3 ]. This brings us to the optical depth integral for the cloud of 

hydrogen in question from (16) combined with (31) to yield  

�� %= ���(h) �h %= %��_o§ %l1 4 %T¡¢ £4b_���F ¤n ¦(¥) �h%%%%%(33) 
Where  

�_ = 3�0«_�87¥0 %%%%%(3U) 
There are two pieces to (33) that make the evaluation of the optical depth integral difficult. 

First is taking into account all of the various factors that contribute to the line profile function ¦(¥). 
As previously mentioned, atomic levels are not infinitely sharp and there are many different physical 

mechanisms that can affect the shape of the line profile. I will mention a few of the mechanisms 

responsible for line broadening, though I will not go into detail, so as to make the reader aware of 

them. The three main broadening mechanisms that effect the line profile for this experiment are 

natural, thermal and pressure broadening. Furthermore, I direct the reader to [ 1 ] for a more 

detailed explanation of these concepts. The other issue arises when accounting for o§, as it is related 

to redshift as well. 

Working under the assumption that  �F% �%�®¯� during the time period in question, we see 

that neutral hydrogen atoms absorb CMB photons [ 6 ]. The 21cm absorption thus reduces the 

brightness temperature of the CMB by 

°����� =%�F 4 �®¯�(1 6 ~) (1 4 Tw��) u %�F 4 �®¯�(1 6 ~) ��%%%%%(3]) 
Where we once again make use of the fact that the optical depth is small in our calculation 

allowing us to Taylor expand the exponential and use our previously detailed optical depth integral. 

The optical depth integral can be evaluated by various different methods. As explained by [ 6 ], one 
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route to evaluating this integral can be done by relating the cosmological expansion of space to the 

path length of integration. This is done with the following: �h = %4� �~²(1 6 ~):(~) and relating 

the emitted and observed frequencies of light by way of the Doppler shift. Another route to solving 

this integral is to relate the linear velocity to the path length, which is described by the Sobalev 

approximation (I reference the reader to [ 2 ] if they are interested in seeing how this approximation 

works). Given certain assumptions within the Sobalev approximation these two routes yield the 

same value for optical depth. 

The evaluated optical depth integral combined with (35) gives a differential brightness 

temperature of 

°����� u %2f¡³´(1 6 °�) µ%¶�S
0

WvW23%· ¸%
Wv1]
¶DS0 %

1 6 ~
1W %¹

_0 %¸�F 4%�®¯��F %¹ l º»¥»(1 6 ~):(~)nY¼%%%%%(3^) 
Where °� is the fractional over density of baryons, ¡³´ is the neutral fraction of hydrogen 

(where a factor of ¼ is accounted for within the calculation to describe the fraction of HI atoms that 

are in the singlet state), and%º»¥»  is the velocity gradient along the observational line of sight. 

Taking the route of the model in [ 6 ] for evaluation of the �� integral and using their results 

means that we will be working in the scheme of ½¾¿À standard cosmology. This means that we will 

be assuming the following for computations:  ¶D = Wv2^%Á %¶Â = WvfU, and baryons ¶� = WvWUU as 

a fraction of the critical mass density. The assumptions from [ 6 ] are further parameterized within 

the Hubble parameter :� = 1WWS%�Y%hw_%}¢�w_ with S = WvfU. Using these parameters in (36) 

we see a differential brightness temperature on order of ~5mK for the 21cm signal. 

 To remind the reader, (36) is calculated under the assumption that the bright radio 

background would be the CMB. By doing this and knowing from prior experiments (COBE, 

WMAP, Planck) that the CMB temperature at this redshift should be very smooth, we will be able to 

see an imprint of mK deviations. These deviations in the smooth CMB temperature will represent 
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the 21cm signal in question. It is possible to have other sources serve as a radio backlight such as 

high redshift radio-loud quasars or radio galaxies. Using these sources as a backlight is able to work 

due their relative smoothness, just like the assumption of the CMB temperature, and the fact that 

the sources are on the order of 1Wx K. Now, this could also serve to over saturate the system due 

the galaxy being extremely bright at the lower end of the frequency range we are measuring in. 
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Section 2.3               Quantifying the spin temperature 

I now want to put a small amount of effort in listing the different attributes that are 

considered to contribute to the spin temperature (or, like we had previously said, the excitation 

temperature of the neutral hydrogen atom). Three main attributes are considered in the calculation 

of the spin temperature:  

1. Interaction with the radio background causing emission and absorption 

of 21cm photons. 

2. Hydrogen-hydrogen collisions 

3. Scattering of Lyman-alpha photons ( QÃ�)  that can stimulate the 

emission of a 21cm photon from neutral hydrogen.  

The total spin temperature is given as a balanced combination of these three effects 

and can be described by the following formula [ 3 ] 

�Fw_ =%�Ä
w_ 6%¡Å�Åw_ 6%¡{�Æw_1 6%¡Å% 6%¡{ %%%%%(3f) 

Where �Ä  is the temperature of the surrounding bath of radio photons serving as the 

backlight for measurement, �Å  is the color temperature of the QÃ�  photons, and �Ç  is the gas 

kinetic temperature. Both ¡Å and ¡{ are collision coefficients who's linear combination describes the 

outcome of the spin temperature by way of their domination in the denominator of (37). 

 The process by which spin-flip transitions are induced during reionization is referred to as 

the Wouthuysen-Field effect. This effect describes the relative absorption and emission of a  QÃ� 

photon and thus a possible induced spin-flip transition and emission of a 21cm photon if the atom 

is relaxed from its excited state to the triplet state. I reference the reader to [ 6 ] and [ 3 ] for a 

detailed discussion of the Wouthuysen-Field effect and other contributions to spin temperature. 
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Chapter 3 

Instrumentation 

Section 3.1                        Instrument Design 

 The ability to make a terrestrial measurement of the global cosmic 21cm line has previously 

been limited by the available instruments and the inability to develop in house instruments that can 

handle the sensitivity and computation time needed to resolve the signal. However, there have been 

recent advances in microelectronics and high speed computing that have brought about the 

possibility of developing a novel instrument that is sensitive down to mK signals and fast enough to 

allow large bandwidth sweeps during measurement runs. 

 The basis of the instrument is the Signal Hound BB60A Real-Time high speed spectrum 

analyzer. It has a signal range from 9kHz to 6GHz, samples at 80 million samples per second, has a 

20 MHz real-time bandwidth, and streams data at @ 140 Mb/sec. Figure 2 shows the internal 

architecture of the Signal Hound device, detailing the various by which it achieves the listed above 

instrument characteristics. As this is a commercially available device at reasonable size, it makes an 

ideal center point for development of a stream of mobile devices that have the ability to be deployed 

to remote places for experimentation. 

 For the purposes of our experiment we have opted out of using their native software and 

have decided to write a Python wrapper for the device that allows us complete control of every 

feature and allows us to deal with the data, in respect to integration, and truncate it to a reasonable 

size before writing to file. Our wrapper also allows us to integrate the data down as we write out to 

file to improve noise and sensitivity.  

 For measurements we will be operating in the Real-Time analysis mode which samples in 

20Mhz chunks performing overlapping FFT’s at an overlapping rate of 75%. This means that each 

data point is covered with four separate points. The resulting FFT’s are min/maxed into a final trace 
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of the spectrum over the selected 20MHz chunks. Furthermore, we have developed a tool to allow 

us to consecutively sample across large bandwidths in real-time mode, allowing us to generate high 

resolution data in chunks larger than 20MHz. This is ideal for this experiment because we wish to 

take spectrum from ~50-250MHz and this is only possible with the aforementioned software 

capability. 

 

Figure 2 - Internal circuit diagram for the Signal Hound BB60A 

 The initial instrument characterization tests were run with a very simple amplifier chain and 

design. As we are measuring in a frequency band that requires fairly low power and is also used 

extensively for commercial applications, such as communication, television, satellites etc., the ability 

to get components for the back end electronics is very easy and very cheap. This allowed us to begin 
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testing almost immediately upon receiving the instrument and placing an order for off the shelf 

amplifiers and other components through Mini-Circuits. 

 

Figure 3 - Initial circuit layout for instrument characterization 

 Figure 3 shows the initial design concept for the back end electronics. As we will be using a 

measurement antenna with low input impedance, we will be able to utilize only two low noise 

amplifiers within our chain to achieve the necessary gain for measurement of mK signals. In 

addition to having a Quadruple-Ridged Flared Horn for measurements we will also have a dipole 

antenna to observe ambient RFI in the area we are operating. We are also utilizing a tone injection 

via direct coupling to assist in analyzing each piece of the chain and determine where the noise floor 

for the entire system is. We will also eventually directly couple infrastructure to routinely test the 

Voltage Standing Wave Ratio of the antenna while taking measurements. In the near future we will 

have a need to be able to switch from a pre-set noise source to calibrate our system and this will be 

done by way of a low loss mechanical switch. As can been from figure 3, initial lay out for the circuit 

is fairly simple compared to most other radio astronomy experiments. I wish to re-iterate that this is 

due to the measurement band we are pursuing. 
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Figure 4  - Shows the Y factor calculation as a function of frequency 

 

Figure 5 - Shows the system temperature as function of frequency 
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 The initial Y-factor measurements were done purely with the back end amplifiers and the 

spectrometer. As previously mentioned, the Y-factor measurements give us a good idea as to the 

overall system temperature and noise. It is done by taking measurements at room temperature, 

300K, and at liquid nitrogen temperature, 77K. Figures 4 and 5 give plots of both the Y-factor and 

the calculated system temperature. Once you have a measurement for the Y-factor, you can calculate 

the system temperature quite easily with 

�FÈF =%3WW 4 ffÉÉ 4 1 %%%%%(38) 
 Looking at figure 5, you can see that the system temperature is actually extremely subpar. 

When we contrast this measurement to an ancillary one done with a signal diode, we see that there is 

a bit of an issue. We were able to measure a system temperature ~375K with the signal diode about 

a week prior to the measurements done in figure 4 and 5. This brings about the issue what may have 

introduced errors to the measurement, and I believe that when the data taken in the aforementioned 

figures was taken we were beginning to see the start of amplifier degradation (which will be 

explained more in a latter section). The loss of internal stages to the back end amplifier could of 

easily caused the issue we are seeing with an increased Y-factor and thus an increased observed 

system temperature. 
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Section 3.2                                             Integration Time 

Most astrophysics experiments are extremely limited by integration times. Looking at 

experiments that measure the CMB, like the recently ended Planck mission, they are normally 

extremely time limited in general. The sensitivity within a measurement band is inversely related to 

the integration time, which means long integration times will result in better sensitivity. I wish to 

remind the reader that the BB60A spectrometer will give us on order of 20,000 spectral bins. This 

gives us the ability to integrate down our data and synthesize a specific resolution. 

Temperature sensitivity per sample bin is defined by the following equation 

a� = % �FÈF(Ê�)_0 %%%%%(3i) 

 Where is the system temperature, Ê is the integration bandwidth, and � is the observation 

time. Using this definition we can examine what type of sensitivity we will need for particular 

bandwidths and integration times. Vice-versa, we can define a wanted temperature sensitivity and 

determine what integration time would be needed to achieve this sensitivity. 

 From the models displayed figure 1, we can make some assumptions about what sort of 

sensitivity we need and what a general assumption for system temperature could be. Knowing that 

we will be examining the sky in a region that will not be completely void of the galaxy, we can safely 

say that our system temperature will always be dominated by the high value given off by the galaxy. 

Looking at the models we can see that we will need to determine sensitivity by era. We see that for 

z~20 (roughly 70Mhz) the corresponding temperature sensitivity would be 40mK and for z~13 

(roughly 100Mhz) the corresponding temperature sensitivity would be 4mK. These represent 5 

sigma detection sensitivities based off of the model in figure 1. 
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Assuming 1MHz bins such that for 100 bins per real-time sample we have an effect 

bandwidth of 100MHz, or %Ê = 1WxËÌ, we can begin to analyze what integration times we would 

need to reach the desired sensitivity to resolve the signal in question. 

For %~Í13Á a� = UY¼Á �FÈF = 2WW¼ 

� = % 1Ê ¸
�FÈFa� ¹

0 = 1
1WxËÌ ¸

2WW¼
UY¼¹

0 u 2]WWh%%%%%(UW) 
Which says that to get 4mK sensitivity with the given system temperature, we would need an 

integration time of 2500 seconds. 

For ~Í2WÁ a� = UWY¼Á �FÈF = ]WW¼ 

� = % 1Ê ¸
�FÈFa� ¹

0 = 1
1WxËÌ ¸

]WW¼
UWY¼¹

0 u 1]Wh%%%%%(U1) 
Which says that to get 40mK sensitivity with the given system temperature, we would need 

an integration time of 150 seconds. 

This gives us a general idea into the feasibility of the experiment and gives a better 

understanding of where our system limitations are coming from. Both the integration time required 

for 4mK and 40mK sensitivity are quite short, meaning that the system will not be limited by 

integration time, but instead by systematics and other interferences.  

As the calculation for integration time is quite simple, one could use the modeling data that 

will be presented in Chapter 4 of this paper to calculate integration times needed to reach a desired 

sensitivity throughout the frequency range of 10MHz to 1420MHz. 
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Section 3.3                    Instrument Characterization 

Thus far our pursuit of characterizing our initial amplifier chains and understanding the 

Signal Hound BB60A spectrometer have consisted of taking y-factor measurements and 

understanding the noise floor of our amplifiers and the noise contribution from the spectrometer. 

Understanding the noise floor of the spectrometer is important because it allows us to quantify what 

type of gain is required from our amplifier chains to surpass the noise floor.  

Once we began to understand the noise floor of the amplifiers and the spectrometer while 

capped with a 50 Ohm resistor, we began to take initial looks at the sky by way of a Grove Log 

Periodic Dipole Antenna (LPDA) on the roof of Broida Hall at UCSB. These initial sky 

measurements were not intended to resolve any sort of science, but instead to see if we could 

quantify the local RFI and perform an initial demonstration of our instrument. As can be seen in 

figure 6, there is a large amount of ambient RFI located in the Santa Barbara area that must be 

accounted for if we were going to conduct this experiment from that location. 

 Once we began taking long data sets, on order of 24-48 hours, we began to see odd response 

from the system that warranted investigation. It seemed as though we were not resolving anything 

through the system beyond the noise from the spectrometer, which was quite interesting as we had 

previously been able to take sky data and resolve signals. I removed each component and tested the 

s21 parameter on our HP Vector Network Analyzer and found that after about a week of use, we 

were beginning to blow out internal stages within the back end amplifiers. I came to the conclusion 

that each back end amplifier, normally with ~30dB of gain, was comprised of three stages and we 

were blowing out the first two and bringing the nominal gain to 10dB. This combined with the pre-

amp in the system proved to not be enough gain to see past the noise of the spectrometer. 

Looking at the system in place and seeing that only the back end amplifiers were causing 

issues, it was easy to come to a conclusion as to what was the issue. The LPDA antenna, located on 
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the roof had a 30dB pre-amp on its output and right before a long N-type cable used to connect the 

antenna system to the rest of the instrument several stories down. It is our believe that this cable was 

building a large amount of static and consequently discharging and overloading the back end 

amplifiers, causing them to fail. Having found out this issue we were able to find ESD protection 

components that would go in line with the amplifiers and act as a barrier to ESD. 

 

Figure 6 - Shows the local RFI at UCSB from 50-250Mhz. The lower portion of the plot shows the spikes 
per frequency and the upper portion is a waterfall graph showing how each peak is transmitting over time. 

  

Currently, we are waiting for a new set of amplifiers, ESD protection devices, directional 

couplers, and various other components to begin building stage two of our instrument. Stage two 

will also consist of laying out a circuit board with the analogous surface mount parts such that we 

can begin thinking about shrinking the overall size of the device. 
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Section 3.2                                             Antenna Design  

 For this experiment, selection of a novel antenna design holds a significant amount of 

weight. In the ideal situation our measurement antenna would only pick up signal from its zenith 

and would have 100% side lobe and back lobe rejection. Approaching this requirement as best as 

possible is necessary for a terrestrial measurement of the 21cm line due to an immense amount of 

RFI and Galactic emission within our measurement band. Though 100% reduction of unwanted 

signals will not be possible, we can attempt to optimize our design to achieve the best results 

through various means. In addition, I wish to remind the user that the measurement antenna must 

be able to measure across a large frequency band and maintain a viable response to the signal 

throughout that band. These two challenges are immense and prove to be a significant burden to 

overcome, but the ability to accept certain forms of interference and deal with them post 

measurement makes it feasible. 

 

Figure 7 - Shows the entirety of the QRFH 
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Figure 8 - Shows the mouth of the QRFH and the quadruple inner ridges. Also seen in this image is the   
discrete port used by CST for analysis 

 

There have been recent developments at Caltech in a novel antenna design for this project. 

Quadruple-Ridged Flared Horns (QRFH) have two characteristics that make them a prime specimen 

for radio astronomy observations. The first is an extremely stable beam width across large frequency 

bands allowing a sweep type measurement across bands to be performed. The second is that the 

QRFH has very low input impedance, which is on the order of 50-100¶. The low input impedance 

gives us the ability to operate with non-complex amplifier chains allowing us to develop the back 

end electronics at a low cost. 

 The initial QRFH design that we worked with was developed by Dr. Ahmed Akigray 

[CITATION] for an operating band of 2-12GHz. We worked closely with Dr. Akigray to scale his 

high frequency horn down to the MHz frequency range we desire to work in. We then took the 
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scaled drawing of the QRFH and inputted it into CST Microwave Studio to examine the antenna’s 

Voltage Stand Wave Ratio (VSWR) and beam patterns over our measurement band. We are able to 

generate beam patterns showing forward gain, side lobes, back lobes across any desired frequency 

range. In addition we are able to generate VSWR versus frequency and s11 versus frequency plots to 

get a better understanding of the antennas response at difference parts of our measurement band. 

 

Figure 9 - Shows VSWR versus frequency for a 50-350MHz QRFH 

 Looking at Figure 9, you can see that the VSWR for the optimized 50-350MHz QRFH is 

extremely stable within the portion we will actually be measuring for science. As can be seen from 

50-250MHz the VSWR is below two and approaches a value of one (which would be the most ideal 

situation for an antenna, meaning that the reflection term s11 is zero). This gives us a good idea as 

to what the feasibility of using a QRFH in our experiment is, and from figure 9 it looks ideal.  

 If we then examine the beam patterns that result from the same simulation, we will see that 

they conform to the wants and needs of our experiment as well; low side lobes and back lobes that 
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can be dealt with. The beam patterns show very good forward gain, and they show decent side lobe 

rejection. Looking at figures 10 and 11 you see that the side and back lobes become more of an issue 

when we start to approach high frequencies. In respect to the back lobes, it is facile for us to use 

material such as ecosorb to decrease the sensitivity and thus decrease the back lobe of the antenna. 

That can be done once the antenna has been fabricated and is completely secondary. So, for the 

purpose of this experiment, it is clear that the fully optimized QRFH would be the ideal antenna. 

 

 

Figure 10 - Shows the beam pattern for an optimized QRFH at 50MHz 
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Figure 11 - Shows the beam pattern for an optimized QRFH at 110MHz 

Although the QRFH represents an antenna that would be novel for our purposes, it does 

also represent a large design and fabrication problem. The lower end of our measurement band is 

~50MHz, and to have a functioning QRFH at these frequencies means it will need to be very large 

to capture the incoming radio waves. Simple order of magnitude guesses put the opening diameter 

around 6-10 meters. To construct a QRFH at this size and still retain the structure that results in a 

smooth distortion free VSWR is not facile. Because of this issue it makes no sense to jump right to 

the observational platform, but instead construct a scaled down version for galactic 21cm 
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measurements at 1.42GHz. This would allow us to gain knowledge about the fabrication process 

that would be vital for when the time comes to build the experimental version. Also, this would 

allow us to demonstrate the viability of this antenna design by way of the galactic 21cm line. 

 In addition to there being issues with the physical size of the antenna, there are also issues 

when it comes to the fabrication process. The CST simulations show wonderful results for a fully 

optimized QRFH in our frequency band, but fabricating the perfectly smooth transitions from the 

inner ridges to the flared entry and the exponentially curved sidewall is not within our ability at this 

size. This brings about the question of designing a hybrid design of the fully optimized and 

something that is more simplistic to build. 

 One route to making a QRFH that is a slight deviation from completely optimized would be 

to make the exterior shell of the horn be conical, showing in figures 12 and 13, as opposed to 

exponential shaped. As an initial guess this seems reasonable, but upon looking at the first order 

calculations from CST we begin to see issues that would need to be resolved before a measurement 

was taken with the antenna. I believe that some of the issues that arise with going this route comes 

with the extension of the inner ridges to the outer wall. The added material can be seen in figure 9. 

It is possible that this added material allows modes to form which then decrease the viability and 

smoothness of the signal, as seen in figure 14. 

 The next step in pursing the conical design would be to optimize the entire design. This 

could be done by furthering our understanding as to why the VSWR, in figure 14, has developed 

such a large amount of ripples when switching from the exponential to conical shell. A good step to 

understanding this could be in decreasing the amount of material in the inner ridge, but maintain the 

conical outer shell. This could present a chance for conduction between the outer wall and through 

the space between the inner ridges. We plan on running many more CST models in the near future 

to further our understanding of the QRFH and how to generate a buildable design. 
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Figure 12 - Showing the side view of the QRFH with conical outer shell 

 

Figure 13 - Showing the inner view of the QRFH with conical outer shell. The added material on the 
inner ridges is also clear within this photo. 
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Figure 14 - Shows the VSWR versus frequency for the conical QRFH 

 

 

As previously mentioned, the fabrication process will start with a QRFH at 1.42GHz as this 

will be significantly smaller in size and easier to test different fabrication designs. We will be able to 

introduce the conical outer shell to the 1.42GHz QRFH and see if we encounter the same VSWR 

response that is present in the lower frequencies. This smaller size will allow us to try various 

different types of fabrication techniques that may save cost and weight when fabricating for a much 

larger antenna, such as a molded carbon fiber shell with an almumized-mylar coating for side lobe 

rejection. 
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Chapter 4 

Galactic Foreground and Local 21cm Modeling 

Section 4.1               Global Sky Model 

 Understanding the galactic foregrounds in our desired frequency range, ~50-300MHz, 

proves to be necessary for any sort of experimental measurement of the global 21cm line. This is 

mainly due to the fact that our galaxy is orders of magnitude brighter than the signal we are trying to 

resolve. Due to a large interest in mapping this diffuse galactic radio emission, several people have 

put together tools that allow us to construct maps of the sky across a large frequency range. There is 

a large amount of radio data that exists from ~10MHz to ~100GHz which should represent the 

ability for someone to interpolate between data sets to a desired frequency in which an all sky model 

can be created. 

HEALPix, Hierarchical Equal Area isoLatitude Pixelation, pixilation produces a subdivision of a 

spherical surface in which each pixel covers the same surface area as every other pixel. This is 

necessary for generating a map based off of intensities, as a slight deviation in pixel size and 

coverage will result in an incorrect representation of the intensity supposedly contained within that 

pixel. The software works by hierarchically tessellating the sphere in question into curvilinear 

quadrilaterals in a resolution ranging from 12 base pixels to 768 base pixels. This results in the areas 

of each pixel at a given resolution having identical areas. Another important thing that HEALPix 

does to its maps, though not entirely important for our purposes, is it distributes pixels on lines of 

constant latitude, which becomes essential for analysis via spherical harmonics computation. 

 Starting with the five principal components for each of the 11 frequencies and the Haslam 

408MHz all sky map, we can utilize the “univariatespline function” within python to interpolate to 

any desired frequency in the allotted range. From there we are able to define a desired frequency or 

group of frequencies in which a HEALPix map is created at a desired resolution. Defining the maps 
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outputted from the python script in galactic coordinates, we can begin to consider the possibility of 

rotating and transforming our temperature map to be in terms of celestial coordinates to assist in 

our understanding of what we expect to see from any perspective on Earth. 

 Performing these functions with some simple Python script, we are able to rotate our 

coordinate system to the perspective of a defined location on Earth, for a give latitude and 

longitude, at a particular date and time. This allows us to create a map of the galaxy from the 

perspective of Santa Barbara, where we will be testing our instrument,  and at date and time and 

from 10MHz-100GHz. This gives us a very good ability to have foreknowledge of what we will 

expect to see from galactic contributions when we take a measurement with our device. The code 

also has built into it the ability to track the zenith point of whatever location is defined, so as to see 

what sources, and their values, pass by over head. This can be seen in figure 15. 

 In addition to the rotations to Earth coordinates, we are able to convolve the temperature 

maps with a Gaussian beam of a user defined full width half max (FWHM) to get a rudimentary 

understanding of what the temperature map should look like through a particular antenna. The 

convolution is applied to every single point individually over the entirety of the map.  We are 

currently working to refine the way in which we convolve our maps with the antenna response. The 

next step will be figuring out a way to export the VSWR from any modeled antenna from CST into a 

HEALPix format and then convolve that with our temperature maps. It could be that it will be 

easier to thinking about this step in terms of compiling HEALPix maps from the frequency 

dependent beam patterns and make use of the forward gain, and side lobe response that is detailed 

out within CST models. Another option would be a simple Gaussian convolution in which we 

develop a HEALPix map containing the Gaussian shape and simply multiply any HEALPix and this 

Gaussian map together. These represent the route in which we are beginning to take our galactic 

models for the future. 
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Section 4.2              Modeling the Galactic Foreground 
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Figure 16 - Shown is a convolved temperature map of the sky combined with the antenna response assuming 
a Gaussian beam of 10 degrees FWHM at 100MHz from the perspective of Santa Barbara. Seen is the galaxy 
moving over head, showing a large temperature, and the rest of the map is picking up the Earth at 300 Kelvin 

 

Figure 17 - Shown is a convolved temperature map of the sky combined with the antenna response assuming 
a Gaussian beam of 20 degrees FWHM at 100MHz from the perspective of Santa Barbara. Seen is the galaxy 
moving over head, showing a large temperature, and the rest of the map is picking up the Earth at 300 Kelvin 
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Figure 18 - Shown is a convolved temperature map of the sky combined with the antenna response assuming 
a Gaussian beam of 45 degrees FWHM at 100MHz from the perspective of Santa Barbara. Seen is the galaxy 
moving over head, showing a large temperature, and the rest of the map is picking up the Earth at 300 Kelvin 

 

Figure 19 - Shown is a convolved temperature map of the sky combined with the antenna response assuming 
a Gaussian beam of 45 degrees FWHM at 100MHz from the perspective of Santa Barbara. Seen is the galaxy 
moving over head, showing a large temperature, and the rest of the map is picking up the Earth at 300 Kelvin 
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Section 4.3               Modeling the Galactic 21cm Foreground 

 As was previously mentioned, a crucial step in the progress of this project will be creating a 

higher frequency version of the desired instrument for measurement of galactic 21cm emission at 

1.42GHz. This was discussed a fair bit in the instrumentation section and brings about the necessity 

for attempting to understand what we expect to if we were to take a measurement of the local 

galactic 21cm line. 

 Accessing NASA's LAMBDA website, we were able to obtain a data set for a measurement 

of the composite neutral hydrogen column density. It consists of the 21cm survey of Hartman et al. 

(1997) further supplemented with the lower resolution southern sky map constructed by Dickey & 

Lockman (1997). To be able to do anything useful, for our purposes, with this map we will need to 

work back through the math and attempt to arrive at antenna temperature. I have begun this 

derivation, but the integrated column density is different for two different regions of the map. The 

southern region and northern region both integrate with different assumptions upon what the local 

velocity gradient is. Though bounds are given for each portion of the map, it is still not clear 

whether or not we will be able to arrive at a correct version of the antenna temperature for this map.  

 If we are not able to arrive back at version of figure 20 that is in units of antenna 

temperature, we will need to pursue another option of finding another complied data set to 

understand what we could expect see with our instrument, in respect to local galactic 21cm 

emission. There are various other instruments that have made this measurement, but not all of them 

have complied accessible maps for the public. 
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Figure 20 - Shown is an un-convolved temperature map of the local galactic 21cm emission. This map is in 
units of logarithmic column density, which comes out to be NHI/cm2. 
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Chapter 5 

Discussion and Future Work 

Section 5.1                  

 One of the major issues that is present in this experiment, and was touched on briefly in the 

introduction, is the mitigating terrestrial RFI. As mentioned, our intended measurement band is 

~50-250MHz and up through 1.42GHz for galactic testing. The MHz-GHz spectrum is used 

extensively for communication, broadcasting and other such things, so this prevents us from 

performing this measurement where there is a large population of people utilizing these. This brings 

about the ideas as to where on Earth would be the ideal location for a measurement of this kind, and 

what type of RFI could we expect from these locations? 

 

Figure 21 - Global map of RFI at 131 MHz from the FORTE satellite (Burr, 2004). The wide green (low 
emission) areas in the southern and northern pacific, Antarctica and Greenland are attractive places to 
observe. 
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 Looking at figure 21 we can see that there are very few places left on Earth that are void of 

RFI and allow us to mitigate signals for measurement. As is the case for a lot of astronomy 

experiments, we can clearly see that somewhere like South Pole or the Greenland Ice Sheet are 

viable areas that have apparent low RFI. This brings about the question of further designing our 

experiment to able to function under harsh conditions that are present in both of these areas and, in 

addition, it makes the experiment much more difficult. Conducting measurements in either of these 

locations requires a large amount of infrastructure and funding that we do not currently have. 

 The next macroscopic step in this project would be to show the viability through instrument 

demonstration and gather rudimentary data sets of RFI and the galactic foregrounds. Understanding 

this data and understanding the scope of our instrument will allow us to formally write research 

proposals to NASA and NSF with the hope for funding to allow us to develop the final instrument 

and deploy the instrument for measurements in both the northern and southern hemispheres 

(allowing us to access the northern and southern galactic planes for a complete global measurement 

of the 21cm). 

 I will be spending the last months I have at UCSB working towards instrument 

demonstration and further refining each step discussed throughout this paper. It is my hope that by 

August 2014 I will have the tools available to myself and the rest of my lab to allow us to pursue 

funding for a full-fledged experiment. From there we can hope to ascertain information about global 

cosmic redshifted 21cm line and shed light on a time in the cosmos that is beckoning for 

understanding.   
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